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Abstract 
A wide range of pattern recognition applications have been based on the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) 
representation of textures, including texture segmentation, face detection, and biomedical image analysis. The 
interest of the research community in the LBP texture representation gave rise to plenty of LBP and other Binary 
Pattern (BP)-based variations. However, noise sensitivity is still a major concern to their applicability on the 
analysis of real world images. To cope with this problem we propose a generic, uncertainty-aware methodology 
for the derivation of Fuzzy BP (FBP) texture models. The proposed methodology assumes that a local 
neighbourhood can be partially characterized by more than one binary patterns due to noise-originated 
uncertainty in the pixel values. The texture discrimination capability of four representative FBP-based 
approaches has been evaluated on the basis of comprehensive classification experiments on reference datasets of 
natural textures under various types and levels of additive noise. The results reveal that the FBP-based 
approaches lead to consistent improvement in texture classification as compared with the original BP-based 
approaches for various degrees of uncertainty. The performance advantage of the FBP-based approaches has 
been also validated by unsupervised segmentation of natural scenes. 
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1 Introduction 
Texture analysis concerns a considerable range of applications such as remote sensing, biomedical image 
processing, visual inspection, object discrimination, terrain delimitation and image classification [1-4]. Since 
the early seventies a variety of textural feature extraction approaches have been proposed [5, 6]. The Local 
Binary Pattern (LBP) approach [7], which is based on the concept of binary patterns (BP) for the 
representation of texture, has been widely adopted because it is simple, yet effective in describing the local 
spatial structure of an image. The LBP approach has been extended and combined with other approaches 
resulting in a variety of texture representation schemes suitable for different image analysis tasks. Typical 
examples include LBP extensions featuring scale invariance [8], rotation invariance [9–10], combination of 
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inter and intra spatial structure of the LBP patterns [11], and fusion of micro LBP and macro Gabor features 
[12]. 
The LBP texture representation has drawn a lot of interest from the research community, resulting in 
plenty of variations. Several approaches based on the BP model have been investigated. Such an approach 
has been proposed for the estimation of a local contrast measure [7]. The LBP/C approach, which is based on 
the joint distribution of the LBP codes and the local contrast measures, has shown resistance to variations of 
the illumination and has been used to enhance the discrimination ability of the original LBP approach [7].  
Another variation of the LBP, the Local Edge Patterns (LEP) approach, has been proposed for image 
segmentation in [13]. It describes the spatial structure of the local texture according to the spatial 
arrangement of edge pixels. In the same spirit, Hafiane et al. [14] proposed the Median Binary Pattern 
(MBP) which is intensity-shift invariant. According to this approach, the texture primitives are determined 
by localized thresholding against the local median. In a subsequent study, a hashed version of the MBP to a 
binary chain or equivalence class has been evaluated, resulting in a resolution and rotation invariant MBP 
(MBP ROT) texture descriptor [15]. 
The applications of the BP-based approaches in pattern recognition are numerous (Table 1). One of the 
first studies on visual inspection [16] has shown that the LBP features can be successfully used for surface 
defect detection. Later, in [17], BP-based features have been used for wood quality discrimination, and more 
recently such features have also applied on automatic defect detection [18][19] and remote sensing [20]. A 
variety of studies have shown that the BP-based feature extraction approaches are suitable for content-based 
image retrieval [21-22], whereas recently the LBP approach has been adopted in a discriminative model for 
image ranking from text queries [23]. Moreover, in the area of face recognition the LBP is recognized as a 
highly efficient texture representation approach. For example, it has been used for invariant face recognition 
[24][25], face authentication [26], and the recognition of facial expressions [27]. Excellent results have also 
been obtained from its application on the biomedical domain, including video endoscopy [28], the 
classification of protein images [29], and the computer aided neuroblasoma prognosis system [30]. In the 
area of motion analysis the application of BP-based approaches has been investigated for underwater image 
matching [31], modelling and detection of moving objects [32], and object tracking [33]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1: Applications of BP-based approaches in pattern recognition. 
Application Reported in 
Visual Inspection  [17-19] 
Remote Sensing  [20]  
Image & Video [21-23]  
Face Recognition [24-27] 
Biomedical Imaging [28-30] 
Motion Analysis [31-33] 
 
A major drawback of the current BP-based approaches is that the binary patterns are extracted via pixel-
wise comparisons. This makes them sensitive to noise and to small variations in the pixel values, thus 
limiting its real world applicability. Real world images acquired with conventional techniques are subject to 
various sources of noise introducing uncertainty in their pixel values. Principal noise sources include sensor 
instability and transmission channel interferences [34].  
Recent studies indicate that the application of the fuzzy sets theory on the extraction of texture spectrum 
features [35] and their efficient successors, the LBP features, could possibly enhance their robustness to 
noise [36-39]. However, these studies can only be considered as preliminary since they include only a 
limited experimental evaluation. In this paper we propose a generic, uncertainty-aware methodology for the 
derivation of Fuzzy BP (FBP) texture models. The proposed methodology aims to provide improved BP 
texture representations robust to the presence of noise. Its application is investigated through fuzzification of 
a variety of BP approaches, including the LBP, LBP/C, LEP and the MBP. The improved texture 
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representations obtained are validated with a comprehensive and systematic experimental study on standard 
collections of textures and natural scenes.  
The rest of this paper is organized in four sections. Section 2 presents the BP-based texture representation 
approach using a generic formulation based on crisp sets. Section 3 presents the proposed methodology for 
the derivation of the FBP texture model, and the results from its comprehensive experimental evaluation are 
presented in section 4. The last section summarises the conclusions derived from this study. 
2 Crisp Binary Patterns 
The BP texture model is based on the crisp pairwise comparison of pixel grey-levels. Each pixel xp  in a 
square neighborhood is characterized by a comparison of its grey-level gx with a reference grey-level referenceg  
that is common for all pixels in that neighbourhood (Fig. 1). Thus, two crisp sets of pixels are defined. Let B 
be the set of all pixels xp  of the neighborhood with grey-level xg  greater than or equal to referenceg , and S be 
the set of all pixels xp  with grey-level smaller than referenceg . Then the set B can be expressed by the following 
equation:  
)}({ xLpB Bx≡  (1)
where )(xLB  is a predicate defined as referencex gg ≥ . Hence the set S is the complement of B ( CBS ≡ ) 
relative to the universal set H of all pixels of the current neighborhood. 
A characteristic function )x(Bm  can be utilized to mathematically describe the crisp set B as follows: 
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Based on these binary values, for each n-pixels neighborhood, a unique BP code can be computed:  
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where ],0( nk ∈  is the number of neighborhood pixels participating in the BPcode computation, dx=mB(x) and 
wx=2x. Thus, each local neighborhood is characterized by a single BP code, out of 2k possible codes (Fig. 1).  
 For a given image region, a histogram counts the occurrences of the BP codes for all the local 
neighborhoods within the region. This histogram forms a feature vector, representing the texture of that 
region. 
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Figure 1: BP computation scheme for a 3×3-pixel neighbourhood. (a) Grey-levels of a 3×3 neighbourhood 
of pixels. Entrywise multiplication of (b) binary values matrix and (c) binomial weights matrix. (d) BP 
code. 
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3 Fuzzy Binary Patterns 
 
The crisp BP approach described in the previous section is based on a hard thresholding scheme defined 
by the predicate )(xLB . This makes the BP texture representation scheme vulnerable to the grey-level 
uncertainty that is inherently present in digital images. By incorporating fuzzy logic to the computation of 
the binary patterns, an uncertainty-aware representation of local texture can be obtained, providing improved 
discrimination of textures in the presence of uncertainty. 
Fuzzy logic was introduced in [40] as a multivalued logic, that allows intermediate values to be defined 
between conventional evaluations like true/false, and high/low. In the context of texture representation, the 
crisp sets B  and S  defined in the previous section, can be re-defined as two fuzzy sets B~  and S
~ , of pixels 
px with grey-levels falling roughly in ],[ maxgg reference  and ),0[ referenceg , respectively. The value of maxg  is the 
maximum grey-level that can be given to a pixel. 
Formally, the fuzzy set B~  can be expressed as a set of ordered pairs  
})(,{~ ~ HxxpB Bx ∈≡ μ  (4)
where )(~ xBμ  is a membership function for the fuzzy set B
~
 and H={0,1,2,…,n-1} for a n-pixel neighborhood. 
The membership function )(~ xBμ  relates a real membership grade from the closed interval [0, 1], to each px, 
representing the degree to which xp  belongs to fuzzy set B
~ . Accordingly, the fuzzy set S~  can be expressed 
as a set of ordered pairs  
})(,{~ ~ HxxpS Sx ∈≡ μ  (5)
where )x(~Sμ  is a membership function for fuzzy set S~ . 
The membership function )(~ xBμ , for the fuzzy set B~ , can be defined as the following increasing function:  
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Similarly, the membership function )x(~Sμ  can be defined as: 
)x(1)x( ~~ BS μμ −=  (7)
For both )(~ xBμ  and )x(~Sμ , ],0[ maxgT∈  represents a parameter that controls the degree of fuzziness.  
According to the proposed FBP approach, a neighbourhood of n pixels can be characterized by more than 
one ordered pairs of BP codes and CBP values. A CBP value expresses the contribution of a BP code to the 
BP histogram or in other words the degree to which a BP code characterizes a neighbourhood. It is estimated 
from the membership functions )(~ xBμ  and )x(~Sμ  as follows: 
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(8)
where ],0( nk ∈  is again the number of neighborhood pixels participating in the BPcode computation.  
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Figure 2:  FBP computation scheme for a 3×3-pixel neighbourhood. (a) Grey-levels of the neighbourhood 
pixels. (b) Membership values )(~ xBμ  and )x(~Sμ  matrix. (c) Fuzzy binary values matrix. (d) Entrywise 
multiplication with binomial weights matrix. (e) BP codes and corresponding contribution values. 
 
 
The FBP computation scheme for n=9 pixels neighbourhood and k=9 is illustrated in Fig. 2. To compute a 
BP code through Eq. 3 the values of dx should be defined as follows:  
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(9)
Thus each neighbourhood contributes to more than one bin in the FBP histogram. The total contribution 
TotalC  of an n-pixel neighbourhood to the histogram of the BP codes is always equal to one. 
1
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(10)
It can be noticed that the proposed FBP representation reduces to the crisp BP representation for 
membership values restricted to }1,0{ . An example of the FBP computation scheme for a real 3×3-pixel 
neighborhood is shown in Fig.3. 
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Figure 3: Example of FBP computation scheme for a 3×3-pixel neighbourhood with greffernce =150 and 
T=4. (a) Grey-levels of the neighbourhood pixels. (b) Fuzzy binary matrix with dx and )x(Zμ  values. (c) Binomial weights matrix. (d) BP codes and corresponding contribution values. 
 
 
In the following, we apply the proposed FBP model for the fuzzification of four representative BP-based 
methodologies. 
3.1 Fuzzy local binary patterns 
In the original crisp LBP texture model [7], greference is the grey-level g8 of the central pixel p8 in the 3×3 
local neighbourhood (Fig. 1). For each local neighbourhood an LBP code can be computed by Eq. (3) for 
k=8. Therefore, each 3×3-pixel neighborhood is represented by one out of 28 = 256 possible LBP codes.  
A fuzzy LBP (FLBP) representation can be obtained, for a reference value greference equal to the grey-level 
of the central pixel p8, from Eqs. (3) and (9). The corresponding contributions CLBP of the LBP codes in the 
fuzzy LBP histogram can defined through Eq. (8), for k=8. For a 3×3-pixel neighborhood the computational 
cost of the FLBP approach is, in the worst case, 28=256 times the computational cost of the original crisp 
LBP. 
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3.2 Fuzzy local contrast for fuzzy local binary patterns 
  
A BP-based contrast measure has been proposed as a complementary feature, enhancing the LBP texture 
representation in [7]. For each LBP code a contrast measure can be computed as follows: 
where gi is the grey-level of every pixel pi of the local neighbourhood that belongs to the crisp set B, and 
gj is the grey-level of every pixel pj of the neighbourhood that belongs to the crisp set S. The resulting LBP/C 
feature vector characterizing a neighbourhood of pixels in this case is a two dimensional histogram of the 
joint LBP-contrast occurrences.  
The fuzzy analogous to the crisp LBP/C approach, FLBP/FC, can be obtained by computing the FLBP 
codes as described in subsection 3.1. The fuzzy contrast value for each FLBP code from Eq. (11), where gi is 
the grey-level of every pixel pi of the neighbourhood that belongs to fuzzy set B~ , and gj, is the grey-level of 
every pixel pj of the neighbourhood that belongs to fuzzy set S~ . The feature vector characterizing a 
neighbourhood is now a two dimensional fuzzy histogram of the joint FLBP-fuzzy contrast occurrences. In 
the case of FLBP/FC approach for a 3×3-pixel neighbourhood the computational cost is, in the worst case 
scenario, 28×Gcontrast times the computational cost of the original crisp LBP, where Gcontrast is the number of 
bins of the contrast’s histogram.  
3.3 Fuzzy median binary patterns 
The Median Binary Pattern (MBP) approach [14] is based on binary patterns computed by comparing the 
pixels of a neighborhood against their median value. Τhe MBP is computed from Eq. (3), with a greference that 
is equal to the median grey-level value of the local neighbourhood. All the 9 pixels of the 3×3-pixel 
neighbourhood are compared with the local median. Thus there are 29 = 512 possible MBP codes to 
represent a 3×3-pixel neighborhood.  
A Fuzzy Median Binary Pattern (FMBP) code is computed from Eqs. (3) and (9), and the corresponding 
contribution CMBP from Eq. (8), for k=9 and a greference that is equal to the median grey-level value of the local 
neighborhood. For a 3×3-pixel neighborhood in the worst case scenario, the computational cost of the FMBP 
approach is, 29=512 times the computational cost of the original crisp MBP, for a 3×3-pixel neighbourhood. 
3.4 Fuzzy local edge patterns 
The computation of Local Edge Patterns (LEP) presupposes the generation of an edge image [13]. The 
edge image is obtained by applying the Sobel operator [41] to a grey-level image. From the generated edge 
image the LEP operator is obtained by Eq. (3), for k=9 and greference =150 as suggested in [13]. Since the 
central pixel is included in this filtering process, there will be 29 = 512 possible LEP codes to represent a 
3×3-pixel neighborhood. The computational cost of the LEP approach is O(n),  for an image with n pixels. 
The fuzzy analogous to the crisp LEP approach (FLEP), can be derived from an edge image, with the 
LEP codes computed from Eq. (3) and (9), and each corresponding contribution CFLEP from Eq. (8), for k=9 
and greference=150. The FLEP approach, in the worst case scenario, has a computational cost of 29=512 times 
the computational cost of the original crisp LEP, which results in a computational complexity of O(n). 
4 Experimental evaluation 
More than 2,800 experiments were conducted for the evaluation of the FBP-based approaches using three 
reference datasets of natural textures. These include textures from the Outex13 [42], the Brodatz [43], and 
the Vistex [44] image collections. For each dataset the original textures were divided into two sets by using a 
 
)()( ji gavggavgC −=  
 
(11)
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checkerboard pattern. Half of the resulted images constituted the training set, starting from the upper left, 
whereas the other half constituted the testing set. This resulted in two independent equicardinal, balanced 
sets, for the training and the testing classification phases. 
The k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classifier [45]  was used because it is a simple, non-parametric and 
proved competitive on a number of pattern recognition tasks [46] . Considering that the computed feature 
vectors are statistical distributions, the intersection of the distributions [47]  was selected as an effective 
distance measure in the k-NN classifier.  
The FBP-based approaches presented in paragraphs 3.1 to 3.4, were evaluated in comparison with the 
conventional BP-based approaches, on the original and on noise-degraded image datasets. In order to assess 
their performance in the presence of uncertainty, the additive noise model was considered. This type of noise 
is the most commonly occurring in real-world images which are subject to thermal noise introduced by 
photo-electronic sensors and transmission channels [48]. To this end three additive noise models, the 
uniform, the white Gaussian, and the exponential, were applied on the image dataset. The level of noise 
added was measured in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ranging between 6 and 12 dB mean SNR (Fig. 
4). 
Original Images Gaussian Noise Exponential Noise Uniform Noise 
    
(a) 
    
(b) 
    
(c) 
Figure 4:  Example of (a) Brodatz (b) Vistex (c) Outex 13 textures degraded by additive Gaussian 
Exponential and Uniform noise. 
 
4.1 Classification of Outex13 textures 
Considering that the Outex 13 dataset consists of colour textures, only their luminance component was 
used in our study. The computation of the luminance component Y in the case of the Outex 13 color textures 
has been obtained by the formula Y=0.6534R+0.3190G+0.0277B as suggested in [49] , where R, G and B 
represent the red, green and blue components respectively. 
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 Crisp 
BP 
Fuzzy 
BP 
LBP  84.5 86.4 
LBP/C 86.3 86.5 
MBP 83.4 84.8 
LEP 21.9 38.8 
 
Table 2: Best classification results obtained for the Outex13 dataset of natural textures without any artificial
noise degradation. 
 
The classification experiments performed with the original Outex 13 textures showed that the FBP-based 
approaches can provide a marginal advantage over the BP-based ones (Table 2). For instance, the use of 
FLBP instead of LBP features improved accuracy by 1.9%, the use of FMBP instead of MBP features led to 
a 1.4% of improvement, whereas the greatest improvement (16.9%) was achieved with the FLEP instead of 
LEP features. 
For the Outex13 datasets with noise levels between 6dB and 12dB SNR the classification error rate 
reduction (%) observed between BP and FBP-based approaches is presented in Table 3. It can be noticed that 
the advantage of the FBP-based approaches is clear, because in all noise-degraded datasets, the FBP-based 
approaches outperformed the respective crisp approaches. In many cases the classification error rate 
reduction exceeded 22%. 
 
Noise Level (SNR dB) 
Noise Type Methods compared 6 8 10 12 
Gaussian 
LBP – FLBP 15.2 45.4 17.3 58.3 19.9 64.0 22.8 70.5 
LBP/C - FLBP/FC 11.8 23.6 12.7 26.1 15.1 31.1 18.0 37.0 
MBP - FMBP 20.2 107.0 21.8 120.0 22.2 90.0 22.5 69.3 
LEP - FLEP 8.8 14.0 9.8 17.5 12.1 24.2 14.3 32.1 
Exponential 
LBP - FLBP 8.9 8.7 9.2 7.9 10.9 8.0 13.7 9.4 
LBP/C - FLBP/FC 9.7 8.8 9.8 8.1 14.2 12.9 22.1 24.5 
MBP - FMBP 13.0 20.5 14.8 19.7 19.5 20.9 21.8 21.7 
LEP - FLEP 8.6 16.4 10.5 22.0 14.3 33.5 15.3 37.9 
Uniform 
LBP - FLBP 15.2 36.6 16.3 31.4 17.7 28.2 19.5 26.4 
LBP/C - FLBP/FC 12.3 21.6 13.3 18.9 14.6 17.2 16.2 16.3 
MBP - FMBP 21.7 49.2 22.5 45.2 23.4 42.1 24.5 39.6 
LEP - FLEP 13.4 27.9 13.6 28.1 13.8 28.4 13.9 28.7 
 
Table 3: Classification experimental results on Outex13 dataset for four noise levels and four BP-based 
approaches. On the left of each cell there is the classification error rate reduction (%) between BP and FBP-
based approaches. On the right of each cell there is the Chi-square value computed for this experimental 
setup. The critical value of the Chi-square distribution is equal to 7.87944. 
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The statistical significance of the above experimental results, have been evaluated through the Chi-square 
test [50]. The research hypothesis was that each FBP based approach has a significantly improved 
classification accuracy compared with the accuracy of the corresponding BP based approach. The probability 
of error level has been selected as p<0.05, and the degrees of freedom df=1. For that pair of values {p, df}, 
the critical value of the Chi-square distribution is equal to 7.87944. For each of the experiments presented 
above the computed Chi Square exceeds this critical value, which clearly indicates that these experimental 
results are statistically significant. The Chi-square values computed for each noise level and for each method 
are presented in Table 3 with italics.  
The overall experimental results are summarized in Table 4. For each pair of BP-FBP based approaches 
the mean classification rate reduction is presented for all four noise types with the same mean SNR level. 
Particularly for the case of the FMBP approach the classification error rate reduction was consistent for 
every type and level of noise tested, reaching up to 22.9%. Additionally for none of the presented methods 
the classification error rate reduction has not been lower than 9.9%.  
In all cases the increase of the computational time between the fuzzy and the corresponding crisp BP-
based approaches, ranged between 0.4% and 14.8% (Table 5). This rather small increase of the 
computational time has a significant effect on the classification error rate, which presents a reduction 
between 8.6% and 24.5%, resulting in a classification accuracy improvement of 5.4% to 17.9%.  
 
 
Methods compared 
Noise Level (SNR - dB) 
6 8 10 12 
LBP – FLBP 13.0 14.3 16.2 18.7 
LBP/C - FLBP/FC 13.1 14.4 16.5 19.0 
MBP - FMBP 18.3 19.7 21.7 22.9 
LEP - FLEP 9.9 11.3 13.4 14.5 
 
Table 4: Mean classification error rate reduction (%) obtained by each FBP based approach on Outex13 
image datasets containing Gaussian, Exponential and Uniform noise. 
  
 
Methods compared 
Computational Time Increase (%) 
Minimum Maximum 
LBP – FLBP 0.4 0.8 
LBP/C - FLBP/FC 0.6 6.5 
MBP - FMBP 3.3 14.8 
LEP - FLEP 0.7 9.8 
 
Table 5: The mean computational time increase resulted by the fuzzy BP-based approaches compared to their 
corresponding crisp BP-based approaches. 
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4.2 Classification of Vistex and Brodatz textures 
The classification experiments performed with the original Brodatz and Vistex textures showed that the 
FBP-based approaches can provide a marginal advantage over the BP-based approaches (Table 6 and Table 
7). It should be noted that the absolute accuracy rates in Table 6 and Table 7 are significantly higher than 
those presented in Table 2, validating that Outex13 is a more challenging dataset. It consists of less diverse 
textures that are more difficultly discriminated by humans, than the textures of Brodatz and Vistex datasets 
[42]. 
As regards the noise-degraded Brodatz and Vistex datasets the classification accuracies, obtained by the 
FBP-based approaches, showed a consistent improvement over those obtained by the respective BP-based 
approaches. For both Brodatz and Vistex image datasets, with mean SNR level ranged between 6dB to 12dB, 
the classification experimental results are presented in Table 8 and Table 9. The mean classification rate 
reduction observed between each pair of BP-FBP based approaches for Brodatz dataset ranged between 
28.0% and 53.7% (Table 8), and for the Vistex dataset between 7.1% and 30.7% (Table 9). 
The statistical significance of the experimental results with Brodatz and Vistex datasets has been 
evaluated through the Chi-square test, in the same way as described in the paragraph 4.1. Although in some 
of these experiments the computed Chi Square value was higher than the critical value (7.87944), there is 
also a set of experiments where the computed Chi Square values were lower than the critical value. This 
indicates that in some cases the experimental results are not statistical significant for the image datasets of 
Brodatz and Vistex. To be more specific the vast majority of the experimental results from Brodatz images 
with Gaussian and exponential noise have been found to be statistically significant. On the same time, most 
of the experimental results from Brodatz images with uniform noise did not prove to be of statistical 
significance. For the Vistex images with Gaussian noise most of the experimental results are statistically 
significant, while most of the experimental results from images with uniform and exponential noise did not 
prove statistically significant. 
 
 Crisp 
BP 
Fuzzy 
BP 
LBP  98.8 98.8 
LBP/C 98.8 99.6 
MBP 98.0 98.8 
LEP 94.1 95.7 
Table 6: Best classification results obtained for the Brodatz dataset of natural textures without any artificial
noise degradation. 
 
 Crisp 
BP 
Fuzzy 
BP 
LBP  96.1 96.1 
LBP/C 96.7 97.2 
MBP 93.7 93.7 
LEP 89.8 90.9 
Table 7: Best classification results obtained for the Vistex dataset of natural textures without any artificial
noise degradation. 
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Methods compared 
Noise Level (SNR - dB) 
6 8 10 12 
LBP – FLBP 34.5 47.5 45.9 41.9 
LBP/C - FLBP/FC 41.4 49.1 49.8 53.7 
MBP - FMBP 28.0 42.3 41.7 40.8 
LEP - FLEP 36.5 40.9 41.6 44.3 
 
Table 8: Mean classification error rate reduction (%) obtained by each FBP based approach on Brodatz 
image datasets containing Gaussian, Exponential and Uniform noise. 
 
 
Methods compared 
Noise Level (SNR - dB) 
6 8 10 12 
LBP – FLBP 27.8 30.7 30.1 25.3 
LBP/C - FLBP/FC 19.1 23.2 26.1 24.0 
MBP - FMBP 26.6 27.6 26.0 24.4 
LEP - FLEP 11.9 9.4 7.7 7.1 
 
Table 9: Mean classification error rate reduction (%) obtained by each FBP based approach on Vistex image 
datasets containing Gaussian, Exponential and Uniform noise. 
4.3 Segmentation of natural scenes 
In order to validate the advantageous performance of the FBP-based texture representation approaches 
visually, a number of clustering-based segmentation experiments was conducted with a set of natural scenes 
from the Vistex image collection [44] . The segmentation task was assigned to the Expectation-Maximization 
(EM) clustering algorithm, which is unsupervised and generally effective even if the clusters are not 
hyperspherical [51]. 
The FLBP/FC texture representation approach, which generally resulted in the highest classification 
results in the previous paragraph, was considered for these segmentation experiments. Feature extraction was 
performed in a raster-scanning way using sliding windows of 8×8 and 16×16 pixels with a slide step of 1 
pixel.  
Indicative segmentation results on three Vistex images are illustrated in Fig. 5. These images were 
selected from the following natural scenes GrassLand/context1, GrassLand2/context2, and Ground-
WaterCity/context1. Figure 5 shows that the clustering algorithm using the LBP/C features hardly managed 
to separate the two texture classes of each image, resulting in a visually unsatisfactory segmentation. On the 
contrary, the quality of the segmentation obtained with the FLBP/FC features is significantly better, as it 
includes less misclassified regions in all cases. 
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(a)   (d)   (g)   
   
(b)   (e)   (h)    
   
(c)   (f)   (i)   
Figure 5:  Vistex natural scenes (a) Grass-Land/context1, (b) GrassLand2/context2, (c) GroundWater-
City/context1 segmented using EM with (d)-(f) LBP/C features and (g)-(i) FLBP/FC features. 
 
 
5 Conclusions 
We presented an uncertainty-aware methodology for the extraction of BP-based textural features using 
fuzzy logic. The proposed methodology is generic and can be applied on BP-based texture representation 
approaches, to improve their robustness against noise. In this study we applied it on four representative BP-
based approaches, namely the LBP, LBP/C, MBP and LEP, and derived the FLBP, FLBP/FC, FMBP and 
FLEP feature sets. The results of their experimental evaluation on reference datasets lead to the following 
conclusions: 
• the FBP-based approaches provide more discriminative representation of natural textures than the 
crisp BP-based approaches; 
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• the FBP texture representation is more tolerant to white Gaussian, Exponential and Uniform additive 
noise, whereas the highest tolerance has been observed with the Gaussian noise; 
• the fuzzification parameter value should be higher for images with lower SNR; 
• the advantage of the FBP over the crisp BP approaches becomes more evident for moderate noise 
levels; 
• in most classification experiments the best accuracy has been achieved with the FLBP/FC approach; 
• the improved texture discrimination capability of the FLBP/FC approach was qualitatively validated 
with unsupervised segmentation of natural scenes; 
• the computational cost of the FBP-based approaches has been close to that of the BP-based 
approaches; 
• the Chi-square test proved the statistical significance of the experimental results presented on the 
most challenging Outex13 dataset; 
 
Future perspectives of this work include the utilization of FBP-based approaches for texture 
representation in various applications involving texture recognition in low SNR environments. 
Software availability 
Implementations of the FLBP, FLBP/FC, FLEP, FMBP approaches are publicly available for download at  
http://rtsimage.di.uoa.gr/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=75&Itemid=69.  
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